INTRODUCTION

Without any doubt, poetry is means of influence to express and impose the thoughts of poet. Persian poetry cannot be far from this feature. Sometimes, a poet thinks wishfully and makes the life to be based on it. This mental design is called “Utopia” and the word utopia means ideal city. In the terminology of its term, it is a society which its inhabitants live in perfect condition. It is untrainable place that has been imagined on the horizon of human desire as a good example of beauty and salvation (Toghyanee & Maeeni, 1387). It is also has been said that the society is above all in which all things are according to the intended purposes or a society where is not news of oppression and discrimination. There are no signs of strife, traces of ignorance and poverty can be found. The society which is ruled by goodness and prosperity (Ahmad & Zamani, 1390). This type of society is equivalent to the Greek word “Utopia” which is made and paid by Tomas Moor. Utopia itself is derived – from the root meaning “Nothingness” (Moore, 1387). The Persian and Arabic equivalents of “Utopia” that have been used means the city of “Saeedeh” or prosperous, “Nakuga- Abad” or nowhere and the city off “Al- Emkan” or ideal city.

The utopia also has a contradictory meaning in which there are disorder, darkness and bitterness waves; just as in utopia there is talk of good and beauty. The opposite of utopia is talk of evil and ugliness and the concept of utopia under titles such as anti –utopia or
dystopia. The utopia is an obfuscation king of city. Farabi has called it the area of Medina ignorance which is against utopia. It is an inverse in which perfection and ultimately leads to its opposite. It means perpetual an espionage, suspicion, submission to coercion and etc., which prevails over the goal (Jahadi, 1394, pp.249). In Islamic culture, instead of the word utopia Ghola is used against utopia instead that there is none utopia cities and these cities themselves find various items such as the essential, Nazaleh, miserly and vain utensils (Ramin, 1398, pp.62).

The literature that is at the service of these debate is called a utopia literature which is used for any philosophical, religious and political fictions (Mer Sadiq, 1377, pp.7). The statement of problem that human are surrounded by the suffering of life and when the adversity of time seized him; then in order to save themselves from inner contract, sorrow and pain; they start building an utopian who expect to live in peace. Asi is one of the poets who spent his life in war and hilling and he has heavily burden of persecution and pain.

The life of this poet is gloomy, dark and his life is without salt and beauty. Therefore the idealism is reflected from his poems. This research tries to hand some component re-examined the idealism of Asi’s poet and on the other hand pillars show utopia on his poems.

RESEARCH METHODS
There is no doubt that to study utopia, the Persian poets have written more book and articles in Iran and other places; but in territory of Afghanistan no significant research work has been done in this field. According to surveys, enough scholars are presented but it seems that no much research has been done on Asi’s poems in the field of idealism. But still, there has been some pieces of writing, the crystallization of freedom in Asi’S poems which have been indicated in writing by DR. Ishaq Toghyani and Muhammad Tahir Fayaz, who explored the concept of freedom in Asi,s poems. There is no doubt that freedom is one of the elements of Asi’s utopia that studies and analyses the manifestation of resistance and stability.

Questions of Inquiry:
The basic questions which have been tried to be answered are as following:
- Are Asi’s writings assessable and analyzable based on Arman Shahr?
- What are the most important Ennobling points in Aasi’s poems?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigates

Who is Abdul Qahar Aasi?
Abdul Qahar Aasi is son of Abdul Manan, one of the well-spoken and talented poet of Persian language. He was born in 1335 Hijri in Malimah village of Pangshir provenceo in Afghanistan. He has completed his primary education in his village and completed his secondary in Ghazi High School in Kabul. He succeeded in Agriculture Faculty of Kabul University and then graduated from the faculty in 1362. After the graduation, he got a job as a territorial reform agent in Ministry of Agriculture in the country. Aasi has been interested in writing poem and curtsey from the very beginning at childhood. It has caused his familiarization to Persian poets such as Wasifi Bakhtar, Haidary Wojodi, Azim Herati and others. These peots open doors to him toward poets world who become very famous in this filed (Karimi & Aryan, 394, pp.164)

Aasi has started poem writing when the situation was tough and under colonization of Soviet Union in Afghanistan. All materialistic and spiritual existence of the country were
in distraction and there was no attention to the culture and curtesy. In such situation, every person is hugging in making his wishes world to sooth his pairs and sorrow in Aasi’s poems. We can see this too, and a world that the poet likes for himself and others. Aasi has got habit with situation where he has been living in his homeland. Aasi was dominant in speaking English and Urdu language very well. He has changed the poems of Ghalib Ghulam Mustafa, Professor Mohammad Baqir and Parwin to Persian. There are many great and new pieces of Aasi that has not published yet such as Bedal Shinasi about Specter of Art and Anthropology in Logar, Old Words of Persian in Panjshir, Spicy but Dust and Notify from Vally to Lie are amongst them (Qawim, 1393, pp.151).

Aasi had short life and couldn’t find chance for more work. Besides, he invocated and writing big treasures of poems to people. He has published his first completing of poems under the name of “Maqame Gul Sari” in 1367, “Lalaiie to Malime” in 1368, “Dewan Aushiqan Bagh” in 1969, a total of sonnet under the name of “Man O Ghame Man) in 1370, “Alone but Permanent” in 1370, and “Jazera Khon” in 1371. Two of his collections have been published by Islamic Community and his writer friends in Germany in 1374 and he passed away in 1373 (Toghyani & Fayez, 1397, pp. 246). In the progress, we are going to focuse to clarify Aasi’s indexes Arman Shahr from two dimensions: the realities of the society or Abominable and wishes of the poet.

**Realities of the Society (Abominable):**

**War:** War brings destruction and faces all material and cultural resources of society to misery. When human become ill natured, he tries to get power to involve in war. As it is said about war, which in war is someone tries to impose it right toward others (Ahmadi & Zamani, 1390, 39). Aasi was living in a time that war was going on everywhere. He was seeing that it was taking soul of his country and changes it to dust. He has pointed to this subject in his poem:

Killer of my city ---- Killer of my city  
killing of sucks ---- Sang of his killing  
 Comes with no music chair of bleeding  
Knows no mooring and no evening  
In my city killer from blast of missile and rocket 
On head of mother takes their fortune and luck  
(Kolyat: 454)

Long and progressively war made the situation very bad that every person appears as rioter to Aasi and he trusts no one.

| Whose hand we can pressure?  
| As trust in a city  
| That words has changed colors  
| That alif means fire and be means barood  
| War has taken beauty of every thing  
| Garden doesn’t have greenness and spring doesn’t have pure weather  
| And lovely weather looks sad |

یار از وطن خودش فراری شد ورفت                   از ده و دیارش متواری شد ورفت  
بر مزرعه و دهکده و باغچه اش                  از آتش و خون گلوله باری شد ورفت

Finely, war causes killing and bleeding which has taken neuter from his country’s name.
Unkindness: Unkindness intimacy are Aasi’s the biggest wordiness and his sufferings. He was counting it as mirage.

Prejudice: It is the worst quirks that spotted skirt of humanity and there is no doubt that humans speak with different languages. They are belays to different tribes and even their geographical life are different which these things must not pave the ground to prejudice. Prejudice is something to counts his language better than others. It was the times which Aasi was living the fire riot was very flammable and boggiest fights occurred due to this. Therefore, the poet become score and conceded that in making fire there are other hades.

Insulting: 1370 wasn’t a good year for poet because it destruction has increased and become much more. Besides, people have been killed by deferent title and divided to deferent part so that they their goals criticized by poet. It was not fault of the year but the aim of Aasi was people who have done the crimes.

Autonomy: We may not able to find the worst but here then cruelty and auto verity among crater and this grow in the human body. It changes a human to origin of evil and auto crafty human changes as a feral of their times to others. Aasi has a series of steps again and count them a dirty secret furrow and colored donkeys.
Brutality: Aasi grew as a child that some people become famous due to their crimes and small people had been killed among their paws. Kindness and love gave their places to unkindness. Love has gave from homeyes as Raziq said: “No one takes care of others in our society--Deer sell its kind to tiger”. In other of enemy becomes brother Aasi says in other place that he suffers the fear his times in pain, sorrow and gathering buries of their brothers without any problem. Aasi because of all these issues has lost his laughs.

Aasi compared the society and environment to Karbala Desert of Iraq due to fumes cruelty and killing.

Injustice: When justice goes away from society, cruelty starts, right of people wastes and more blood bleeds. In Aasi’s time, the war was in progress and the injustices level and the right of innocents were under feet. He was crying for this conditions and fishes were the symbol of cruel humans.

Violence: Grouch acerbity and evidence are both behavior of human that cause space between humans and famous fondness from human’s heart. When violence increases in a society, goodness and humanity dies. Aasi is a poet that focuses on planting friendship tree and calls people to leave violence.

In a poem to killer of Kabul and those who creates dread and makes evidence condemns them in a hard language and put himself in place of poor people and cries.
Poverty: Aasi in his poem under the name of (Hungriest) decks about bad situation of loungers and poverty to display the condition of girls, youths, mothers and other people of society.

Moments repeat with
Two sounds of pains affected
10 to 12 years old mothers from deliveries loud kids
Kids yelling for bread their mats are within fluent 20

Skins dark disappointed from all
They are just dreaming they are just yelling bread

Aasi in “Prophetic” poets complain the pain of people to the prophet and complains from bad situation of people to prophet.

Duplicity: The result of honesty is actually similarity on the other side while Ria is duplicity (Piroz, 1394, PP.663). In that time, Aasi honesty changed to dishonesty that is why he was disgusted from duplicity and was taking people away from it.

In the poem of “Let’s Laugh”, he laughed at the policy of world against Afghanistan and trusted that the assertion of humanitarian of them is not honestly. Let’s laugh to western peace plan, to clear goodness of America, to the condition of ridiculous. Let’s laugh to goodness of bush to their fellow supporters.

Aasi’s Wishes

Humanity: As much as the human develops, they become that much aggressive. From the other side, today’s human forgot his or her position and identity for the sake of technology developments. Aasi believed on humanity regions and doesn’t know better values then it. As he was living in a war condition, he knew that sometime human changes to animal. We can see this habit war in warriors’ eyes. Aasi is counting human as a big capacity and home of love and kindness

Hey! Sun!
Bigger capacity of human
Have you seen in humanities station this trust?
Sometimes God and love
Today wrest then always
(Kolyat 478)

When battle happens for special proposes, bad people don’t care of values they take pleasure from funk and enjoy from killing and looting.

-519-
Aasi says those who spreads war and violence on earth they are out of humanity sense.

Peace: We can’t find clear space then peace every one wishes to live in peace. Besides, we can see dark minded people that they see their benefit in war and conflicts. Aasi has invited people to unity.

Love: Human life take fountain from love; as Hafiz says the heart which doesn’t have love call it heart of animals. We have to love to spirituals, human, sense and to the beauty of creature. Love is one of the life’s cycle. The poets have different views regarding it and broadcoasted their ideas regarding love. (Farzad & Muradi Jafar, 1394, PP1552).

Treats: Aasi lovers to prophet of difficult times lovable mans are the prophets of future bad and dark days (Kolyat 99). Aasi counts the word of love sweat phrases and counts himself a lover. Our poet had deep love with witty too and love waves in each of his vines.
Freedom: Freedom is a big favor and lovely value for creation. Every human born free, loves freedom and tries in saving it. Those who takes freedom from people, they are called rapist and oppressor. Poets who have high home loving moral and freedom soul, their sounds are sound of freedom. Freedom for Aasi is like wetness that people turns around it like fly who turns candle. As Partaw Naderi said that freedom is like missed idea in Aasi’s poems. When freedom is in sorrowed, loses its context. Aasi written 8 poems in regarding freedom in his “Lovely Garden” total like swan to its couple and like thirsty to water that think about you.

(Kolyat 221)

He was raising sound of freedom everywhere. It was waving in his vine, blood and he drank from wine of freedom. Aasi advises to erasure the freedom word everywhere. So, it can bee see always and can set to ideas so not to be forgotten.

Honesty and homochromatic: Aasi is looking to someone honestly in a situation that the sad world and its people sink in sedation of disunity. He searches those people who can play positive role and love people having kindness and actually be real human.

CONCLUSION

Abdul Qahar Aasi (1335-1373) is one of the well-spoken of modern Farsi in Afghanistan. He has lived and had his activities in war and in emigration times. He is the best poet in resistance time because his poems are lyrics, political, social and other topics. During the inquiry, we have found that he has tried and struggled for making “Arman Shahr” which the space of Arman Shahr is full of love, honesty, kindness and freedom. He also prefers justice for the residents of his area. He believes that when peace comes, we can have justice. He also emphases on peace and reconciliation and hates war prejudice, dishonesty, poverty and Ria. He stood against all these and raised the voice of freedom which is the main part of “Arman Shahr” in his Kolyat. There are many poems that pointed these subjects.

I become happy from the smell of four wine, freedom
I called you from the middle of my paternal temple freedom!
          Oh caravan of love and enjoyment
          Oh! Green wishes cities freedom!
          Oh Freedom!
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